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SURVEY: GROCERY SHOPPERS EMBRACE OMNICHANNEL
DIGITAL, IN-STORE OPTIONS WORK IN TANDEM
Data confirms that grocery orders which start online often
end in a brick-and-mortar store, Chain Store Age reports.
According to a recent survey of more than 1,000 U.S.
consumers from digital recipe network Chicory, 46%
of respondents indicated that they pick up their grocery
order in the store after adding items to their digital carts. In
addition, 44% of respondents use home grocery delivery.
Almost four in 10 respondents (39%) either go to the store
to physically shop for the items that they add into their digital
carts or convert the digital cart into an actual shopping list.
Looking at discovery trends, the survey found that over
half (56%) of respondents discover new grocery products
online directly through a retailer’s e-commerce site. Three
in 10 (31%) respondents find new products on digital recipe
sites, while 27% use digital circular and
coupon services and websites to find
new products and 21% find new products
through digital ads.
Various social media channels, including
Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest and
Instagram (excluding TikTok, 11%) are
nearly even in the percentage of respondents using them
for grocery product discovery, with an average of 20%.
When asked to select all meal inspiration sources that
apply, overall respondents chose food blogs (38%) as the
top source for meal inspiration, followed by large recipe
publishers (35%) and Pinterest (34%).
An average of 19% of respondents have digital-first
habits, such as saving recipes on social media and adding
ingredients to digital shopping carts.
When asked to order likelihood of purchasing advertised
or promoted products, respondents answered that ads in
digital recipes (3.23 weighted average on a one-to-five-point
scale) are the top context to get shoppers to buy products,
slightly surpassing ads on retailer’s websites (3.22). This
is closely followed by shoppable tech (3.14), like a “buy
ingredients” button in a digital recipe, outweighing both an
ad on a coupon/circular website and an ad on social media.
In addition, 85% of respondents are likely to buy the
same things weekly and 80% are likely to repeat previous
grocery shopping orders. The likelihood of repeating prior
purchases increases by 12% as household size increases
from one- to two-person households to six-plus person
households, and buying the same things weekly increases
by 25%.
Last week the latest Brick Meets Click/Mercatus
Grocery Shopping Survey revealed that online grocery
sales came in at $9.3 billion for March, up 16.3% from $8
billion in February and matching the record $9.3 billion total
in January.
Month to month, pickup and delivery sales grew 16.4% to
$7.1 billion in March, while ship-to-home sales — delivery
by common or contract parcel carriers — rose 16.7% to
$2.1 billion.

ADVERTISER NEWS
Walmart will phase out the 17-foot-tall pickup towers that
were placed in more than 1,500 stores to help customers
collect online orders, as part of a bigger move away from
in-store automated technology and toward a heavier focus
on the retailer’s curbside pickup service that has become
instrumental to pandemic-era shopping. Walmart is in the
process of removing about 300 of the towers after “hibernating” another 1,300, and the retailer also removed inventory-tracking robots that roamed store aisles last year…
Roundel, Target’s retail media group, is rolling out a new
integrated ad platform to make it easier for advertisers and
brands to reach the retailer’s growing base of digital customers directly through its Target Product Ad campaigns. The
self-serve platform will be introduced in May to take advantage of Target’s booming digital demand,
which saw a sales increase of $10 billion
in 2020… Dick’s Sporting Goods has
signed Heisman Trophy winner DeVonta
Smith to endorse its new line of men’s apparel, marking the first time the retailer has
put an athlete behind its growing stable of
private brands. Smith, a wide receiver from the University
of Alabama, will be the face of VRST (pronounced “Virst”),
an activewear label that debuted last month online and in
400 Dick’s locations… More than a third of shoppers have
bought shoes online from a department store since the beginning of the pandemic, making department stores the No.
1 destination for shoe shopping since March 2020, according
to a survey by AlixPartners. Macy’s was the top destination for non-athletic shoe purchases, the survey found, followed by Walmart, Kohl’s, Target, DSW and Nordstrom
Rack… Chipotle Mexican Grill smashed Q1 earnings
expectations amid a 17.2% rise in same-store sales. The
fast-casual chain anticipates opening 200 new restaurants
in 2021, assuming minimal construction and permit delays
related to COVID-19, the company said. Chipotle opened 40
new sites during Q1 and closed five, bringing its total store
count to 2,803... Lowe’s has added another company to its
private-brand lineup. The home-improvement retailer has
acquired the Stainmaster carpet brand for an undisclosed
amount. The purchase includes all brand-related intellectual
property from Stainmaster parent company Invista, and all
related trademarks and sub-brands... Toymaker Mattel said
yesterday that its Q1 sales jumped 47% as families spent
more on toys for their children, helped by more disposable
income due to government stimulus checks. Typically, Q1 is
a weak period for toy sales, as it follows the influx of holiday
sales during the previous quarter. Mattel says it has grown
its market share for three consecutive quarters... Chicken
Salad Chick is targeting the state of Virginia for franchise
growth. The fast-casual restaurant chain aims to bring six
new locations, through strategic franchise partnerships, to
the state during the next two years. Currently, Chicken Salad
Chick has two locations open in the greater Richmond area.

ACADEMY AWARDS SELLS OUT COMMERCIAL TIME AVAILS
ABC has officially sold out of commercial time in the Oscars,
FOX Television Stations, WFLD-Chicago and WITIwhich will air this Sunday, receiving a boost from first-time Milwaukee have immediate remote/virtual opportunities
advertisers to the award show, Ad Age reports.
for experienced OTT salespeople to
Starbucks, Airbnb, Grey Goose, Apartments.com, manage develop, assist and service
Accenture and Freshpet, are among the brands that will air business for the Fox local extension
commercials during the telecast.
OTT platform (FLX). The Account
Newcomers to tentpole events like the Oscars started Executive is responsible for prospecting
earlier this year when at least 21 brands bought Super Bowl new business, presenting FLX capabilities via Zoom and
commercials for the first time.
in-person. Act as category expert, working alongside Fox
Similar to the Super Bowl, these first-time Oscar advertisers linear sales teams. Overseeing all schedules throughout the
are “COVID-thriving brands,” says Jerry
campaign; work directly with stations,
Daniello, senior VP, entertainment brand
advertising agencies and clients to
solutions, Disney Advertising Sales.
increase revenue for the FLX platform.
If you send me a voice
These brands, Daniello says, are showing
CLICK HERE to apply for Chicago.
message exceeding 20
up on Sunday in an “interesting, timely
CLICK HERE to apply for Milwaukee.
seconds, I will consider it a
and relevant way,” with many of them
KLJB-TV/FOX 18 in Rock Island Ill.,
podcast and not listen to it.
using the Oscars to launch new creative.
seeks an Account Executive to sell
Other advertisers include: Google,
TV and digital advertising to existing
General Motors, Rolex, Verizon, AARP,
and new businesses and agencies. The
Adidas International, Apple, Corona,
ideal candidate is coachable and goalFunnyTweeter.com
Eli Lilly, Expedia, GSK, Honda, Kellogg,
oriented with strong interpersonal skills.
Keurig, Mars, Procter & Gamble, Power
Are you motivated by an excellent
to the Patient and Subway, among others.
product, great compensation and working with a talented
The Oscars are coming off a historic ratings low, with 23.6 team? We provide tools for powerful multiplatform marketing
million people tuning in last year to see the South Korean solutions creating partnerships, retaining and growing our
thriller Parasite win best picture, a 20% plunge from the client base. You provide sales ability, a positive attitude,
year prior. In just four years, the Oscars broadcast has seen client focus and a desire to WIN! If you want to work for the
nearly half of its advertiser-coveted viewers vanish.
best, CLICK HERE to apply.
ABC was seeking about $2 million for a 30-second spot in
WPTZ-NBC5, the Hearst Television-owned NBC affiliate
the Oscars telecast, according to media buyers.
in the scenic Burlington, Vt./Plattsburgh, N.Y. market,
is seeking a proven Digital Sales Manager to provide
USED-CAR PRICES LEAP ON ECONOMIC REBOUND energized leadership for our digital sales initiatives. The
Used car prices in the U.S. are soaring. The Manheim ideal candidate possesses a passion for new media and
U.S. Used Vehicle Value Index, a gauge of pricing trends, enjoys staying up-to-date with its evolution, understands
soared to a fresh record this week as factors ranging from digital marketing strategy and thrives in a customerchip shortages to a rebounding economy conspired to keep focused team environment. College degree preferred.
pressure on automotive inventories.
CLICK HERE to apply online. EOE.
The index, which updates mid-month, rose by 6.8% in the
first 15 days of April from the final March figure and jumped See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.
52% from the same period a year ago to a level of 191.4.
The index is compiled by market researcher Cox SLING TV RAISES PRICES, LOWERS TV SPENDING
Automotive. The data takes into account all U.S. sales
Although Sling TV announced it was raising prices
through Cox’s Manheim automotive auctions that fall in to earlier this year on its combined Sling Orange and Blue
one of 20 different market classes, excluding motorcycles packaging, it has been spending less on national TV
and vehicles like heavy trucks, and is adjusted for seasonality marketing recently.
and mileage.
Since the beginning of the year (January through April 20),
Sling TV has spent an estimated $5.73 million in national
HYUNDAI Q1 PROFIT SURGES AS CHIP WOES LOOM TV advertising, according to EDO’s Ad EnGage service.
Hyundai posted a first-quarter profit that nearly tripled to A year ago over the same time period, it was $13 million.
its highest in four years as people bought its luxury cars, but
A competitor to Sling TV, YouTube TV has also seen
warned it would have to adjust production again in May due a drop in spending, now $214,000 in national TV spend,
to a chip shortage, Reuters reports.
down from $2.8 million a year ago.
Unlike its rivals, the South Korean automaker staved off
Both Sling Orange and Sling Blue packages typically sell
production halts in the first quarter, thanks to a healthy chip for $35 per month each. Sling had offered both packages
inventory. But the shortage, exacerbated by factors including for $45 a month. Now, the two packages can be bought for
a fire at a chip factory in Japan and storms in Texas, is now $50. In addition, Sling TV is offering a $10 discount on the
catching up with Hyundai.
first month for new users for one service.
Hyundai, which together with affiliate Kia is among the
Some analysts still believe the Orange-Blue combination
world’s top 10 automakers by sales, has temporarily paused make it competitive to YouTube TV, a 70-channel service
production three times since the beginning of this month and priced at $64 per month. YouTube TV had more than 3
saved chips for its most popular models.
million subscribers as of October.
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NIELSEN UNVEILS RATINGS FOR STREAMERS
UNEMPLOYMENT CLAIMS HIT NEW PANDEMIC LOW
Nielsen said it launched Nielsen Streaming Video
Worker filings for jobless benefits declined to 547,000
Ratings, a syndicated service that measures total viewership last week, a new pandemic low that adds to evidence of a
and advanced audience demographic insights by streaming strengthening labor market and overall economic recovery,
platforms alongside traditional linear TV ratings.
The Wall Street Journal reports.
At launch the Streaming Video Ratings will cover 10 top
Initial unemployment claims, a proxy for layoffs, fell 39,000
streaming platforms plus seven categories of apps. Some last week from an upwardly revised 586,000 the prior week,
are of the services being measured, subscription based, the Labor Department said yesterday. That put new claims
others are ad supported, network, social, gaming, MVPDs on a seasonally adjusted basis below 600,000 for two
and vMVPDs.
consecutive weeks in mid-April, their lowest levels since
Nielsen subscribers can access the data via the NPower early 2020. The four-week moving average, which smooths
system.
out volatility in the weekly figures, was
Media buyers have been looking for ways
651,000, also a pandemic low.
Sales of existing homes fell
to compare viewing on TV with streaming
Jobless claims remain higher than
3.7% in March to a seasonally
usage. Nielsen has been working to
their pre-pandemic levels — the weekly
adjusted annualized rate of
develop a new system, Nielsen One, that
average in 2019 was about 218,000
6.01 million units. That’s the
put all viewing platforms and devices in a
— but last week’s drop extended a
slowest sales pace since last
comparable framework.
downward trend since the start of this
August.
Netflix, which doesn’t sell ads, has
year and raised expectations for further
resisted Nielsen’s efforts to measure its
declines in coming weeks.
audiences and criticized its estimates.
Initial jobless claims since last fall
National Assn. of Realtors
Nielsen estimates that streaming accounts
hadn’t declined below a range of
for a 25% share of viewing in households
roughly 700,000 to 900,000, despite
that can stream, up from 18% a year ago. Nielsen Streaming other data that pointed to a pickup in the labor market. The
Video Ratings will deliver insights into how much streaming unemployment rate in March, for example, fell to 6%, a
behavior is happening on the TV screen, how the various pandemic low.
streaming providers compare, what devices are being used
to stream and how different audience groups stream, the THIS AND THAT
company said.
LeVar Burton has been confirmed as one of the Jeopardy!
Among homes that have streaming capabilities, Netflix guest hosts for the end of the current season, filling in for
accounts for about 7% of total time on TV, Nielsen said. It the late Alex Trebek along with George Stephanopoulos,
said a third of streaming homes access between three and David Faber and others. The former Reading Rainbow
four SVOD services per month. Half of those homes also use host, Star Trek cast member and Roots star has been
an ad-supported streaming service as well.
a fan favorite for the role... NBCUniversal said it hired a
senior executive from Nielsen to oversee new efforts to
EXISTING-HOME SALES HAVE A SUPPLY PROBLEM help advertisers measure their commercials’ reach and
Closed sales of existing homes fell 3.7% in March to a effectiveness. Kelly Abcarian was named executive vice
seasonally adjusted annualized rate of 6.01 million units, president of measurement and impact at NBCU’s ad-sales
according to the National Association of Realtors.
unit, charged with helping advertisers find ways to gauge
That’s the slowest sales pace since August and the second how many consumers their marketing efforts reach across
straight month of declines. Still, sales were 12.3% higher NBCU’s portfolio of media properties.
than March 2020, when transactions were falling due to the
WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
COVID pandemic.
Realtors say the monthly numbers are dropping due to
limited supply. The demand is there. Homes are selling in an
average of just 18 days, which is considered an extremely
fast rate.
“If the demand was retreating, then we would see fewer
multiple offers, but we know that multiple offers are widely
prevalent in today’s market,” said Lawrence Yun, chief
economist for the Realtors.
The supply of homes for sale fell 28.2% from a year ago.
There were just 1.07 million for sale at the end of month,
representing a 2.1-month supply at the current sales pace.
Low supply continues to push prices ever higher. The median
price of an existing home sold in March was $329,100, a
17.2% increase from March 2020. That is the highest price
on record and the fastest pace of appreciation.
Some of that gain is due to the fact that there are more
homes selling on the higher end of the market, therefore
skewing the median higher. Overall, however, prices are
significantly higher.
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